
SysTools MailXaminer 4.8.2 with analytics
capabilities released
SysTools the leader in email forensics solution announces the availability of its new version 4.8.2 to
reduce investigation time for investigator.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, UNITED STATES, September 22, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The release
of MailXaminer 4.8.2 expands the ability to analyze web based e-mail clients. Enhancements have
also been made to streamline additional third party tools for review as well as added support to meet
US government standards and added shortcuts to simplify e-mail investigations.

MailXaminer the email forensics tool is specifically designed to cater to the requirements of end-users
in law enforcement and government agencies and digital forensic service providers examining
electronically stored information (ESI).With these clientele in mind SysTools aims to provide a rich
feature set to reduce the overall investigation time for digital forensic investigators.

Highlighting the 4.8.2 release is the introduction of visual analytics. Metrics are provided through a
unique link and timeline analysis of the dataset. Additionally, MailXaminer 4.8.2 has added support for
Skype chat, making it easier for investigators to correlate e-mail, documents, Skype chats, calls and
SMS messages.

Natasha Lockhart, VP of Business Development is very excited with the new release. She says one of
the important things about this release is compliance with Section 508 which is important criteria for
US government agencies. This version also supports MS Outlook for Mac and new report formats
based on customer feedback, to include PDF and Bates numbering.

Extended thanks to our loyal customer base who continue to add input and value to our testing and
development process.

About SysTools: 

SysTools, Inc. is an unparalleled industry leader in Data Recovery and Digital Forensics. We are also
a trusted resource among global IT administrators for e-mail conversion, e-mail migration, and
database management.
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